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The emerging market (EM) consumer has shown resilience despite the highly uncertain economic times in the region. It

comes as no surprise that the WisdomTree Emerging Markets Consumer Growth Index (WTEMCG) has returned 10.4%1

on a year-to-date basis. In an environment where the EM consumer has commanded a premium, we feel that it is
important to caution investors that not all EM consumer indexes are built alike, and some potentially offer better
diversification and valuation opportunities than others. Some emerging market equity indexes that are focused on the
consumption theme ultimately deliver exposure to the basic EM consumer at the expense of valuation and concentration
in a small number of holdings—as few as thirty. However, WTEMCG employs a methodology that seeks to deliver the
EM consumer growth theme in a broad-based, diversified fashion at a more attractive valuation. This is achieved by

employing a stock selection ranking system focused on growth, quality and valuation measures2.   Who Says Cheaper
Valuations and Higher Quality Can’t Go Hand-in-Hand? 

 For definitions of terms in the
chart, please visit our glossary. • Attractive P/E Valuation: WTEMCG has a 14.5x P/E, which trades at a 37% discount to
the 22.9x P/E of the Dow Jones Emerging Markets Consumer Titans 30 Index. The Dow Jones Index consists of thirty
firms in the Consumer Discretionary and Consumer Staples sectors in EM, weighted by market capitalization. WTEMCG’s

large P/E discount speaks volumes about the benefits of both sector and security diversification in emerging markets3.   •
Explaining WTEMCG’s Sector Exposure: The MSCI Emerging Markets Index has more than 18% of its exposure in the

Energy and Materials sectors4. WTEMCG, on the other hand, excludes the aforementioned sectors and instead has
approximately 75% of its weight in domestic demand sectors . We believe that these sectors are consistent with the
theme of growth in the emerging markets’ middle class and are therefore supportive of domestic demand. WTEMCG’s
allocation away from Energy and into the domestic demand sectors partially contributes to the higher P/E when
compared with the MSCI Emerging Markets Index.   • WTEMCG for Income Potential: Even though WTEMCG weights
according to net income, which results in a lower P/E tilt to construction, WTEMCG’s 2.7% dividend yield offers an
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important income buffer for those seeking exposure to the emerging markets. WTEMCG’s dividend yield is a full 1%
higher than that of the Dow Jones Emerging Markets Consumer Titans 30 Index and is slightly higher than the broad
MSCI Emerging Markets Index.   • An Emphasis on Quality: WTEMCG’s valuation story is incomplete without a
discussion of quality. Its methodology rewards companies that show promise in terms of return on equity (ROE) and
return on assets (ROA). This combination of ROE and ROA not only rewards companies that are highly efficient in
utilizing their assets and equities to generate net income, it also penalizes companies that employ immense leverage in
doing so. As a result, WTEMCG has the highest ROE and ROA of the Indexes listed above. WTEMCG has a broad focus
on the emerging markets consumer growth theme. The Index identifies securities whose revenue is primarily based in
emerging markets. Further, it has the benefit of being broadly focused on the EM domestic demand story, which is
reflective of the growth in emerging markets’ middle class. A key consideration in its methodology is sensitivity to
valuation, employing a two-part process to enhance WTEMCG’s valuation focus:   • Stock Selection: Index screening
incorporates a one-third ranking to the earnings yield—in other words, a focus on stocks with lower prices relative to the
earnings they have generated   • Weighting: Weighting by net income with an annual rebalance This ultimately results in

an Index that likely has a bias for less expensive valuation and higher quality5 compared with its competitors.        
1Source: Bloomberg, as of 7/25/14. Past performance is not indicative of future results. A fund’s performance, especially

for very short time periods, should not be the sole factor in making your investment decision. 2Growth, quality and
valuation measures: One-third weighted to the rank of long-term estimated earnings growth, one-third weighted to the
rank of historical three-year average return on equity and historical three-year average return on assets, and one-third

weighted to the rank of the earnings yield. 3As of 7/25/14, WTEMCG has 248 constituents and seven sectors that have

over a 1% weight. 4Domestic demand sectors are Consumer Staples, Consumer Discretionary, Telecommunication

Services, Utilities and Health Care. 5Measures through higher ROE and ROA as well as lower leverage.

Important Risks Re lated to th is Art ic leImportant Risks Re lated to th is Art ic le

You cannot invest directly in an index. Diversification does not eliminate the risk of experiencing investment losses.

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE, this material is intended
for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly
performance report to accompany this blog.

For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)

 

Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom, Tripp Zimmerman, Michael
Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel,
Ryan Krystopowicz, Jianing Wu, and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund Services, LLC.

 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONS

Valuation  : Refers to metrics that relate financial statistics for equities to their price levels to determine if certain
attributes, such as earnings or dividends, are cheap or expensive.

Dow Jones Emerging Markets Consumer Titans 30 Index  : Index designed to measure the performance of the 30
leading emerging market companies in the consumer goods and consumer services industries. Weighting is by float-
adjusted market capitalization, subject to diversification requirements.

MSCI Emerging Markets Index  : a broad market cap-weighted Index showing performance of equities across 23
emerging market countries defined as “emerging markets” by MSCI.

Dividend yield  : A financial ratio that shows how much a company pays out in dividends each year relative to its share
price.

Return on Equity (ROE)  : Measures a corporation’s profitability by revealing how much profit a company generates with
the money shareholders have invested.

Return on assets (ROA)  : Firm profits (after accounting for all expenses) divided by the firm’s total assets. Higher
numbers indicate greater profits relative to the level of assets utilized to generate them.

Earnings yield  : The earnings per share for the most recent 12-month period divided by the current market price per
share. The earnings yield (which is the inverse of the P/E ratio) shows the percentage of each dollar invested in the stock
that was earned by the company.
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